We investigate whether stellar-mass black holes have to receive natal kicks in order to explain the observed distribution of low-mass X-ray binaries containing black holes within our Galaxy. Such natal kicks will affect the production of compact BH-NS binaries which are possible GRB progenitors. We combine population synthesis with integrations of binary systems within the Galactic potential. We find that in a number of cases, natal kicks are in fact necessary. Further, we find that the distribution of natal kicks would seem to be similar to that of neutron stars. This result is somewhat surprising; in many pictures of stellar-mass black-hole formation, one might have expected black holes to receive kicks having the same momentum (rather than the same speed) as those given to neutron stars.
1. Introduction

Low-mass X-ray binaries containing black holes (BH-LMXBs) have been observed throughout the Galaxy. Their positions in cylindrical coordinates are shown in Figure 1. As seen in this figure, they are found at a variety of distances from the Galactic disc. These systems are thought to form from the evolution of massive stars within binaries and thus should form in the Galactic disc. Those reaching large heights from the disc must therefore have received some form of kick when the black hole was formed in a supernova explosion. This kick can have two components: one from the mass-loss associated with the supernova explosion and one due to any natal kick given to the black hole on its formation.

We have used population synthesis to produce a population of binary systems giving the binaries random kicks with a natal kick component drawn from various kick distributions. We then integrated the motion of the binaries within a model for the Galactic potential noting their positions at regular intervals so producing a synthetic distribution of X-ray binaries which can be compared to the observed population.

![Figure 1: Galactic distribution, in cylindrical coordinates, of low-mass X-ray binaries containing neutron stars or black holes: NS-LMXBs (open circles) and BH-LMXBs (filled circles). Locations and distances have been taken from [1] and [2]. Lines denote position uncertainties.](image)

2. Results

In Figure 2 we plot the positions in cylindrical coordinates of BH-LMXBs using various natal kick distributions. We find that natal kicks comparable to those inferred for neutron stars are necessary to produce a good match to the observed BH-LMXB distribution.
Figure 2: Binary population synthesis for a sample of BH-LMXBs. Natal kicks have been drawn from the Hansen & Phinney kick distribution [3] (top left) or the Arzoumanian kick distribution [4] (top right), whereas the bottom figures correspond to using natal kicks reduced by the ratio of black hole to neutron star masses as would be expected if black holes are formed via fallback of material onto neutron stars. The synthetic population is shown as small dots whereas the observed systems are shown as large dots.

In Figure 3 we plot the cumulative distributions of BH-LMXBs as a function of distance from the Galactic plane. We see that the distribution of the synthetic population is a good match to the observed distribution for both the Hansen & Phinney and Arzoumanian neutron-star kick distributions [3, 4]. A very poor fit is found for the case of zero natal kick. This is also true for kick distributions reduced by the ratio of black-hole to neutron-star masses.

3. Conclusion

We conclude that black holes seem likely to receive natal kicks comparable to those given to neutron stars. These results are presented in more detail in [5].
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Figure 3: Cumulative distributions of BH-LMXBs as a function of distance from the Galactic plane, for the observed systems (solid line) and for our synthetic population using different natal kicks (dotted line is for a Hansen & Phinney natal kick, dotted-dashed line is for a reduced Hansen & Phinney natal kick, short-dashed is for an Arzoumanian natal kick, short-long-dashed is for a reduced Arzoumanian natal kick, whereas long-dashed is for zero natal kick).
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